Eureka Math: HOW WE GOT HERE
In only five years, Eureka Math has gone from its inception, to winning the grant to develop EngageNY
math, to becoming a top-rated and widely used math curriculum nationally. Here’s the story:
2007

2011
Educators and
mathematicians start
working on early
version of Eureka
Math, including a
K–12 module plan
and sample modules.
Math work came
in response to very
positive reactions
by educators to our
2010 ELA Curriculum
Maps

2012
New York State
awards Great Minds
three contracts
for EngageNY
math curriculum
development (PK–2,
3–5, and 6–12)

First meeting of
teacher-writers
and curriculum
development team

Teachers and
mathematicians from
26 states and DC
helped Great Minds
develop the initial
EngageNY curriculum
modules

Group of education leaders start the nonprofit Great Minds to define and encourage
content-rich comprehensive education for all American schoolchildren

2013

2014

2015

EngageNY modules
released on a rolling
basis

Final PK–12
EngageNY modules
released

Great Minds releases
enhanced national
version of EngageNY,
called Eureka Math

Louisiana and
Tennessee
education
departments
give Eureka Math
highest rating

EdReports.org
gives Eureka Math
highest ratings for
alignment to new
college and careerready standards and
focus, coherence, and
usability
“In all, just one
curriculum series
stood out from the
pack. Eureka Math….”

Achieve panel
recognizes lessons
from EngageNY
(Eureka Math) for
excellence
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Eureka Math
reaches 13 million
free curriculum
downloads

Great Minds releases
Navigator and first
Teach Eureka videos
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RAND reports
more than half of
elementary teachers
and nearly half of
secondary teachers
surveyed use Eureka
Math/EngageNY —
the most widely used
math curriculum in
the U.S.
Great Minds
releases Homework
Helpers for families
and K–8 Spanishlanguage version of
the curriculum
Great Minds provides
training to nearly
40,000 teachers in
this calendar year, up
from 14,000 the year
before

